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Read Review: Fabio Zingg Lightroom Presets - FilterGrade. These are filters presets for Photoshop and Lightroom. FilterGrade sells a wide range of filter & lens custom filter products including multi-purpose B&W and Multi-purpose filters, Lens effects and more. Download FilterGrade presets. Download more on FilterGrade. Download also on FilterGrade. Follow FilterGrade on Twitter.
FilterGrade on Facebook. FilterGrade on Google+. Separate image sizes - make sure to download the right size for your screen resolution. FilterGrade Photography Presets by Fabio Zingg are for use in the Adobe Photoshop or Adobe Lightroom Editor as Filter Layers. These are presets to create desired effects in-camera (Pro). FilterGrade Presets are designed for natural beauty, style & fashion
photography. FilterGrade Presets are perfect for fashion, beauty, architectural, documentary, product, portrait and wedding photography. FilterGrade Presets cover many aspects of the photo editing process, as they include adjustments to white balance, exposure, contrasts, etc. All presets come in folder and JPEG format, so you can use them in any graphic software. Download the FilterGrade Presets
here. FilterGrade products are available in print. Download the FilterGrade brochure. FilterGrade Photography Presets - FilterGrade - Presets. Need more info? Read more here. This article is based on FilterGrade Presets by Fabio Zingg, filter designer and photographer, currently living in Freiburg, Germany. Fabio Zingg is the founder of FilterGrade Photography, which is a company dedicated to
create customised image and lens filters. These products are designed for photographers who want to get creative with their photography and have a more artistic approach. More info on the company. Filters are processed and perfected with the help of computer software, so photographers have a lot of flexibility when designing their own filters and compositions. I decided to create these Photoshop
presets as a start. I have been working on this project for a few months now. I spent a lot of time in the past, trying to come up with the perfect combination of the perfect filter and a perfect position to use it in a specific photo. These presets have been made with several filters in mind and I have worked extensively to make them as accurate as possible. This is why I have chosen to name them with
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